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Chapter 1

1. I would like to thank the Herzog August Bibliothek for a fellowship that
allowed me to complete the research for this chapter, and the publisher Vanden-
hoek und Ruprecht for generous access to its archive.

2. Vormärz is the period in the German states after the defeat of Napoleon and
before the March revolution of 1848; decrees restricting political activity and invok-
ing censorship were passed in order to inhibit the spread of liberal and democratic
ideas, especially those of writers associated with the “Young Germany” movement.
That movement involved a group of authors who sought progressive social and judi-
cial reforms and decried the apolitical, idealist stance of Romantic writers.

3. German women’s literacy, reading, and writing have been used to date and
define the “eighteenth century”; see Barbara Becker-Cantarino, ed., *German Literature
of the Eighteenth Century: The Enlightenment and Sensibility*, vol. 5 of the Camden House
History of German Literature (Rochester, N.Y.: Camden House, 2005); also Bethany
Wiggin, “Dating the Eighteenth Century in German Literary History,” *Eighteenth-
Century Studies* 40.1 (2006): 126–32; British women’s vigorous and influential literary
activities have been analyzed in many critical volumes, including a full literary history
by Susan Staves, *A Literary History of Women’s Writing in Britain, 1660–1800* (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), and an analysis of women’s profession-
alization by Betty Schellenberg, *The Professionalization of Women Writers in Eighteenth-
Century Britain* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); on French women as
salonnières and authors, see Dena Goodman, *The Republic of Letters: A Cultural History of
the French Enlightenment* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996), and Carla Hesse, *The
Other Enlightenment: How French Women Became Modern* (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

4. See Barbara Becker-Cantarino, “Introduction: German Literature in the Era
of Enlightenment and Sensibility,” in her edited volume, *German Literature of the Eigh-
teenth Century*, 4–5.

1837* (Hildesheim: August Lax, 1937), 184–255.

6. Michael Maurer, *Aufklärung und Anglophilie in Deutschland* (Göttingen: Vanden-

7. Maurer, 39.

1860* (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1949), 128, 130, 131; V. Stockley,


10. Maurer, 64–66.


12. Georg Forster is often called “George” Forster because for a time he grew up in England and with his father accompanied James Cook on his second voyage. See chapter 2.


15. Fabian, 165.


17. See, e.g., Abraham Vandenhoeck, Bibliopolium Vandenhoeckianum: or, a catalogue of books in most faculties and languages. Collected in Italy, France, Germany, England and Holland, by Abram. Vandenh To be sold (the Price being mark’d [at the beginning] of each Book) Monday the 14th [of December] 1730, at his Shop, at the Sign of Virgil’s Head opposite the New Church in the Strand (London, 1730).

18. A catalog of bookseller John Wilcox from 1735 announces that his sale will be held “at Virgil’s Head, opposite the New Church in the Strand, the shop which was Mr. Abraham Vandenhoeck’s who is gone to live at Hamburgh”; John Wilcox, A catalogue of books, being The Libraries of A Right Reverend Prelate. Thomas Wickham, M. D. and J. Shaw, Attorney, deces’d. Consisting Of many thousand Valuable Books in almost all Languages and Faculties (London, 1735).


23. Quoted in Ruprecht, 55.
25. See Fabian, 163, and Maurer, 41–44.
27. Bertoloni Meli, 473.
29. Bertoloni Meli, 472.
35. Other examples are Caroline of Hesse, see Herrmann Braeunig-Oktavio, “Die Bibliothek der grossen Landgräfin Caroline von Hessen,” Archiv für Geschichte des Buchwesens 6 (1906): 682–875; Viktor Amadeus and Elise von Hessen-Rotenburg, see The Corvey Library and Anglo-German Cultural Exchanges, 1770–1837 (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 2004); Luise of Sachsen-Gotha, see Jenny von der Osten, Luise Dorothee Herzogin von Sachsen-Gotha 1732–1767 (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1893). Of Philippine Charlotte’s daughter Anna Amalia, Bärbel Raschke observes that “Der Katalog verzeichnet überraschend viel Literatur von Frauen, über Frauen und für Frauen”: women’s biographies, collections of letters, travel literature, women’s history, sentimental novels by and about female protagonists, as well as feminist polemics; Raschke, 85.
36. Rivière and Volmer, 66, 71.
38. Droysen 83–86.
40. Droysen 30, 32.
42. “In Ansehung des Standes wird . . . kein Unterschied gemacht; die Auffüh-

43. Maurer, 56.

44. This title does not appear on Lösel’s list.


47. Jerusalem, 10.


49. Morgan and Hohlfeld, esp. 128–74. Translations published around the turn of the century in the magazines and by Joseph Johnson will be discussed in the next chapter.


51. Fabian, 147.


55. “6 Pfund Silber und 1000 Taler” for the church, and “3000 Taler” for the widows’ fund (Lösel, 41).

56. Philippine Charlotte was careful with her money, which she managed herself. Her husband died with substantial debts, but Philippine Charlotte amassed a fortune of 730,000 Reichstaler. Her will shows that she distributed her money according to personal preference for her children. Anna Amalia and the divorced Elisabeth, with whom Philippine Charlotte never reconciled, got the least and contested the will (Münch, 55).


5. See Peter Burke, *Cultural Hybridity* (London: Polity, 2009), for a discussion of cultures that are “open” versus those that are more “closed” to others’ influences.


9. Elizabeth Carter, in addition to being an acclaimed poet, was also a noted translator; she rendered into English Francesco Algarotti’s *Il Newtonianismo per le dame* (first published in Italian 1737, English 1739), as well as *All the Works of Epictetus* (1758) from the Greek.

10. Given Michaelis’s protofeminism it would seem odd to read the preface against the grain and to suggest that anxiety about the feminine lay behind Michaelis’s failure to translate Carter’s “Ode to Wisdom,” yet this is what the only critic to analyze the translation at length has done. Thomas O. Beebee argues that Michaelis undertakes a “weak” translation, attempting to remain close to the text, and he is so unassertive that when he encounters Elizabeth Carter’s “Ode”—the words of an actual woman—he is debilitated: “women’s writing can appear only as an absolute difference, as the product of another race expressed in an alien language incapable of translation” (141). As I suggest, nothing we know of Michaelis’s biography, oeuvre, intentions, or translation practice can support such a conclusion. Beebee, *Clarissa on the Continent: Translation and Seduction* (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990).


13. Some feminist commentators endorse such an approach on the grounds that issues of gender inequality can be highlighted by such foreignizing methods; see Luise von Flotow, *Translation and Gender* (Manchester: St Jerome, 1997), esp. 8–9.


16. He writes in the preface: “Er hat gesucht die verschiedene Schreib-Art, die die Briefe der verschiedenen Personen unterscheidet, nachzuahmen . . . Eine wörtliche Übersetzung ist bey Büchern unangenehm, die vergnügen sollen: er hat daher die Freyheit gebraucht, die Worte im deutschen so zu setzen, wie sie seiner Meinung nach in dieser Sprache am besten lauten” (a4–a5).


24. Möhle, 84.

25. For debates surrounding divorce in Britain even in the nineteenth century, see Anna Jameson’s attempts at reform (chapter 4); for an overview, see Lawrence Stone, *The Road to Divorce* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990); Roderick Phillips, *Untying the Knot: A Short History of Divorce* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).

26. Möhle, 149. Meta Forkel wrote to the university court because this was the juridical body authorized to handle cases involving professors.


30. Christine Haug, “Diese Arbeit unterhält mich, ohne mich zu ermüden”:


34. Sherry Simon has documented how many female translators over the centuries “combined their interest in translation with progressive social causes.” Her group does not include Forkel or Wollstonecraft, but she argues that this focus is not coincidental, since these women all “understood that the transmission of significant literary texts was an essential, not an accessory, cultural task”; Simon, Gender in Translation, chap. 2, quotation at 40.


37. Forster’s efforts were even noted later in the British periodical German Museum 2 (1800): 453: “Other nations do, indeed, translate into their own language accounts of voyages and travels; but there is not one that has produced a collection so complete and judiciously selected, as the Magazine of Voyages, commenced by the late celebrated Forster, and still continued with critical care.”
38. Haug (see note 30). Cf. Roche, who says that Forster received from Voß up to fifteen Taler a sheet and that Forkel received up to five (“Völlig nach Fabrikenart,” in Reichardt and Roche (see note 36), 101–36, quotation 107–8).


41. Siegel, 100. Forster, Werke, 16:564, 17 September 1791.

42. Commentators focus on one paragraph from one letter of Forster to Voß (21 November 1791) in which Forster apologizes for errors in the Paine translation, and this is expanded upon and repeatedly invoked by critics (Georg Forster, Georg Forsters Briefe an Christian Friedrich Voß, ed. Paul Zincke [Dortmund: Verlag Ruhfus, 1915], 103–4). But Voß was evidently seeking ways of avoiding trouble with the publication of a text that had been banned abroad, and carping about the translation offered a way of hiding his lack of courage to Forster, the left-leaning star whom he needed on his publishing list. Marie-Luise Spieckerman suggests this is “ein bloßer Vorwand” on the part of Voß (see “Dorothea Margareta Liebeskind,” 150). Nonetheless scholars from the 1950s to today have read the letter straight. Hans Arnold fails to evaluate Forkel’s work but says only that she was not up to the translation of Paine though he admits that she had also translated Ramsay and Volney for Forster, without explaining why the Paine would have been commissioned had her work been unacceptable: “Mit der Übersetzung Paines wurde dann aber doch Dorothea Margarethe Forkel, die spätere Frau Liebeskind, betrachtet, die für Forster auch Ramsays History of the American Revolution und Volneys Ruines übersetzte, sonst aber in englischen Romanen zu Hause war. Auch sie war ‘von dem Paine ganz bezaubert,’ nur leider—wie Forster, der wegen Arbeitsüberlastung nicht zu der beabsichtigten Revision kam, erst von Voss erfahren mußte—der Übersetzungsaufgabe nicht eben gewachsen” (Hans Arnold, “Die Aufnahme von Thomas Paines Schriften in Deutschland,” PMLA 74.4 [1959]: 365–86, quotation at 371). Forkel is mentioned at least five times in Forster’s correspondence with Voß, and this is the only instance in which any negative evaluation is made about her work; no other translator is scrutinized by scholars in this way. Other letters to Forster about the works translated by Forkel suggest that friends and correspondents appreciated them (see Briefe 1790 bis 1791).

43. Ludwig Uhlig says that Forster only commissioned the translation of Piozzi’s Observations from Forkel because she was his wife’s childhood friend and she needed money, and of course he had to do a thoroughgoing revision (“Freilich mußte er diese Übersetzung gründlich revidieren”) (Ludwig Uhlig, Georg Forster: Lebensabenteuer eines gelehrten Weltbürgers [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2004], 242).


47. See also Avi Lifschitz, “Translation in Theory and Practice: The Case of Johann David Michaelis’s Prize Essay on Language and Opinions (1759),” in Stockhorst, Cultural Transfer through Translation, 29–43.

48. Women sought to combat these forces; I argue in chapter 3 that reactions to Vesuvius demonstrate how later women sought to amend a typical Romantic view of transformation by advocating process-oriented approaches instead.


50. This is the same Duke who sponsored yearly Olympic-style games at Drehberg and undertook modernizing efforts on his estate at Wörlitz, described in the afterword.

51. J. C. F. GutsMuths, Gymnastik für die Jugend: Enthaltend eine praktische Anweisung zu Leibübungen (Schnepfenthal: Verlag der Erziehungsanstalt, 1793); the second edition is available in a modern reprint (Frankfurt: Wilhelm-Limbert Verlag, 1970). This was translated into English and published by Joseph Johnson in 1800; there were other editions in 1802 and 1803.

52. Christian Carl André, Bildung der Töchter in Schnepfenthal (Göttingen: J. D. Dietrich, 1786); Kleine Wanderungen auch größere Reisen der weiblichen Zöglinge zu Schnepfenthal, um Natur, Kunst und den Menschen immer besser kennen zu lernen (Leipzig: Crusius, 1788). The first book was written in 1786, but published after the second.


55. Janet Todd, Mary Wollstonecraft: A Revolutionary Life (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2000), 135–36; Taylor, Mary Wollstonecraft, 304. According to Thomas Laqueur, Salzmann may not only have convinced Wollstonecraft of the need to be candid with children about sexuality; his book Über die heimlichen Sünden der Jugend (On the Secret Sins of Youth, Frankfurt 1786) may have convinced her also that masturbation would induce physical and moral weakness; see Thomas W. Laqueur, Solitary Sex: A Cultural History of Masturbation (New York: Zone Books, 2003), 54.

56. Ralph Wardle, Mary Wollstonecraft (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1951), 124–25. Since Wollstonecraft maintains Salzmann’s vivid story with the moral “Wie gut ist es, daß es reiche Leute in der Welt gibt!” (How happy it is that there are rich people in the world!), I would argue that Wollstonecraft’s attack on class distinctions in this work is weak at best. The alterations involving the mother figure are more substantial and revealing. Gary Kelly briefly discusses Wollstonecraft’s translation as “hack-work,” but he bases his treatment on Wardle’s comparison; Revolutionary Feminism: The Mind and Career of Mary Wollstonecraft (London: Macmillan, 1992), 77–78.
57. Ingrid-Charlotte Wolter, *Mary Wollstonecraft und Erziehung: Eine Erziehungskonzeption zur Entkulturation* (Trier: Wissenschaftlicher Verlag, 2008), 170. Wolter argues that in the *Elements of Morality*, as opposed to Wollstonecraft’s earlier writings, the family as a whole becomes the main character; by contrast I argue that Wollstonecraft’s emphasis on the mother-instructor figure suggests a continuity with her earlier educational stories and their sometimes severe female mentor figures.


59. Wollstonecraft, trans., *Elements of Morality* I. iii.

60. This process happened in the other direction as well; see Wilhelm Graeber and Geneviève Roche, *Englische Literatur des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts in französischer Übersetzung und deutscher Weiterübersetzung: Eine kommentierte Bibliographie* (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1988).

61. See Todd, 135.

62. *Livre Élémentaire de Morale. Avec une introduction pour s’en servir utilement; ouvrage traduit de l’allemand de M. Salzmann, Professeur & Prédicateur à l’Institut de Dessau* (Leipzig: chez Siegfried Lebrecht Crusius, 1785), xi: “The characters in this book are for the most part German, because the author wrote principally for her nation. I have left them this way, not changing any of their customs, their way of thinking, or of their style. This will give pleasure to those readers who, free of national prejudices, like to acquaint themselves with people and habits different from those of their own country.”


64. For Wollstonecraft, gluttony ranks among the worst sins. In the *Original Stories*, Mrs. Mason, the mother figure, lectures young Caroline on it (IV:399–401), and in the *Vindication of the Rights of Men*, Wollstonecraft decries “drunken riot and beastly gluttony” (V:36).

65. The crime’s manifesting itself in the face of the servant suggests Wollstonecraft’s continued interest in reading physiognomy; see, for example, her translation of Johann Kasper Lavater, the Swiss pastor, poet, and physiognomist, and the *Cave of Fancy*. Moira Ferguson and Janet Todd discuss the connection in *Mary Wollstonecraft* (Boston: Twayne, 1984), 39. English interest in Lavater’s theories was long-standing; translations were consistently excerpted in British periodicals from 1775 to 1857; see Morgan and Hohlfeld, 139–323.

66. Thomas Holcroft, for example, in his translation of Madame de Genlis’s *Tales of the Castle* (1785), says in the “Advertisement” that to avoid offending British sensibilities “the incident of Doralice sucking the eyes of Eglantine . . . is omitted” since it would have “offended, even violently, the delicacy of an English reader.” Madame La Comtesse de Genlis, *Tales of the Castle: or, Stories of Instruction and Delight*, trans. Thomas Holcroft (London: G. Robinson, 1785), A4.

67. Salzmann’s version simply reads “greift die Arbeit frisch an, so werdet ihr immer vergnügt seyn, und gute Ärndten werden euren Fleiß belohnen!” (135) (go to your work with vigor; in this way you will always be happy, and good harvests will repay your industry).


72. In Salzmann’s version the father similarly points out that Luise has brought the punishment on herself, but he expresses compassion and emphasizes how much he wished to make his daughter happy: “Armes unglückliches Mädchen! sagte der Vater, bringst du dich nicht selbst um die grosse Freude, die ich dir itzo machen wollte?” (Poor unhappy girl! said the father, are you not denying yourself the great pleasure that I wanted to grant you?) So Wollstonecraft increases the pressure on the girl: the mother manipulates Mary emotionally, proffers a less substantial reason for doing so, and gives little indication of compassion for the girl—no sense that it is difficult for her to deny her daughter a pleasure to which the girl had so looked forward.


74. *The Collected Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft*, ed. Janet Todd (London: Allen Lane/ Penguin, 2009), 164. Janet Todd suggests in a footnote that the “German book” must be Salzmann’s, "which Wollstonecraft was translating and which took many months to appear in instalments" (n. 380, p. 164).


77. For a description of their three-month incarceration, see Johann Heinrich Liebeskind’s *Rückerinnerungen von einer Reise durch einen Teil von Deutschland, Preußen, Kurland und Livland—während des Aufenthaltes der Franzosen in Mainz und der Unruhen in Polen* (Strasburg and Königsberg, 1795); also Klessmann, *Universitätsmamsellen*.

78. *The Monthly Register and Encyclopedian Magazine* came out in three volumes during the years 1802–03; Crabb Robinson contributed three famous "Letters on the Philosophy of Kant from an undergraduate at the University of Jena."


80. J. C. F. GutsMuths, *Gymnastik für die Jugend. Enthaltend eine praktische Anweisung zu Leibübungen. Ein Beitrag zur nötigsten Verbesserung der körperlichen Erziehung. Von GutsMuths, Erzieher zu Schnepfenthal.* (Schnepfenthal: Im Verlage der Buchhandlung der Erziehunganstalt, 1793); *Gymnastics for youth: or a practical guide to healthful and amusing exercises for the use of schools. An essay toward the necessary improvement of Education, Chiefly as it relates to the Body; freely translated from the German of C. G. Salzmann, Master of the Academy at Schnepfenthal, and Author of Elements of Morality. Illustrated with copper plates* (London: J. Johnson, 1800); note that in the English edition the work is misattributed to Salzmann—in a footnote the translator admits that the name GutsMuths appears on the title page, but he assumes that this is a pseudonym (89).


82. Tyson, 140; Braithwaite, 162.


91. Lempa, 84.


94. For an overview, see Leonard, on whom I have drawn in the outline below.


96. GutsMuths’s predecessor at the Schnepfenthal school, Christian Carl André,
published in the 1780s Education of Daughters in Schnepfenthal (Bildung der Töchter in Schnepfenthal [Göttingen: J. Dieterich, 1789]); and Small Hikes as well as longer trips of the female pupils at Schnepfenthal, for the purpose of increasing their knowledge of Nature, Art, and Human Beings (Kleine Wandrunungen auch größere Reisen der weiblichen Zöglinge zu Schnepfenthal, um Natur, Kunst und den Menschen immer besser kennen zu lernen [Leipzig: Crusius, 1788]).


99. Christiane Eisenberg, for one, has argued that German gymnastics failed to enter British physical culture because of a British Sonderweg—an earlier industrialization and emphasis on the privatized individual—which, she suggests, forestalled the absorption of German influence. Oddly enough she comes to this conclusion after detailing the various inroads into British physical culture made by Clas, Carl Voelcker, and others, as well as the substantial impact of the German Gymnastics Club in London. Although I take issue with Eisenberg’s claim about a British Sonderweg in this context, there is no reason to contest her larger claim that Germany absorbed British-style sport to a greater extent than Britain absorbed German gymnastics; Christiane Eisenberg, “German Gymnastics in Britain, or the Failure of Cultural Transfer,” in Migration and Transfer from Germany to Britain 1660–1914, ed. Stefan Manz, Margrit Schulte Beerbühl, and John R. Davis (Munich: Saur, 2007, 131–46). See also Eisenberg, English Sports and Deutsche Bürger: Eine Gesellschaftsgeschichte 1800–1939 (Paderborn: Schöningh, 1999). On the Sonderweg Eisenberg cites, see Bernd Weisbrod, “Der englische ‘Sonderweg’ in der neueren Geschichte,” GG 16 (1990): 233–52; Hermann Wellenreuther, “England und Europa: Überlegungen zum Problem des englischen Sonderwegs in der europäischen Geschichte,” in Liberalitas, ed. Norbert Finzsch and Hermann Wellenreuther (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1992), 89–123; Perry Anderson, “Components of the National Culture,” New Left Review 50 (1968): 3–20.

100. This book, in tune with GutsMuths’s increasingly politicized commitment to liberty, is dedicated to the free cities of “Hamburg, Lübeck, Bremen, und ihren weisen, väterlichgesinnten Senaten aus Gefühlte patriotischer Hochschätzung.”

101. Tyson, 182–83; Braithwaite, 148, 152.

Chapter 3


2. One antecedent of such a view was a liberal Enlightenment notion of historical progress, which posited that conflict or rebellion was required for new growth. Thomas Jefferson, writing from Paris to William Smith in 1787, mused: “what signify a few lives lost in a century or two? The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time


7. An interesting and perhaps unique antecedent is Martin Opitz, who had used Vesuvius to comment upon the Thirty Years’ War following the eruption of 1632 in his didactic poem “Vesuvius” (1633); see Barbara Becker-Cantarino, *Martin Opitz: Studien zu Werk und Person* (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1982), esp. 65–82.


10. Sontag’s representation has its basis in fact, as many travelers to Naples described their invitations to the Hamiltons’ in such terms. Duchess Anna Amalia equated the vases and Emma, calling Hamilton’s wife and his Etruscan cabinet “zwey seltene Gegenstände” that made his abode the more appealing. Emma does the “Attitudes” as if by magic: “sie bewirk diese Zauber Werck durch das einfache Mittel ihres Shawls u ihres schönen Haares”; Anna Amalia, *Brieve über Italien* (St. Ingbert: Röhrig Universitätsverlag, 1999), 50. The Comtesse de Boigne emphasized that no one could possibly imitate Emma: “pour égaler son succès, il faut commencer par être parfaitement belle de la tête aux pieds”; *Mémoires de la Comtesse de Boigne*, ed. M. Charles Nicoullaud, 14th ed., 3 vols. (Paris: Plon, 1907), 1:115. Elisabeth Vigée Lebrun, who painted Emma, wrote: “Nothing, indeed, was more remarkable than the ease Lady Hamilton acquired in spontaneously giving her features an expression of sorrow or of joy, and of posing marvelously to represent different people. Her eyes a-kindle, her hair flying, she showed you a bewitching bacchante; then, all of a sudden, her face expressed grief, and you saw a magnificent repentant Magdalen”;

11. Germaine de Staël, Corinne, or Italy, trans. Sylvia Raphael, intro. John Isbell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). Bad omens accompany their “perilous” approach through the “pestilential” Pontine Marshes to the city, where the aloes plant inspires “fear” and the ocean “terror,” where Oswald is “on fire” even before he climbs Vesuvius, and a cloud covers the moon, a “fatal” portent that returns as Corinne dies at the end of the story (187–91, 404). The environment around Vesuvius “reminds one of hell,” and the mountain holds “an independent force” that threatens or protects human beings “according to unfathomable laws” (193–94).


15. Bell, 49, 25; see also 30, 48–49.


17. Barbara Korte, English Travel Writing from Pilgrimages to Postcolonial Explorations, trans. from the German by Catherine Matthias (London: Macmillan; and New York: St. Martin’s, 2000), 126. Already in 1724 Mary Astell had commended Mary Wortley Montagu’s Turkish Letters for demonstrating “to how much better purpose the Ladies Travel than their Lords”; see Ruth Perry, The Celebrated Mary Astell: An Early English Feminist (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), 275–77.


24. Grant F. Scott, “The Fragile Image: Felicia Hemans and Romantic Ekphrasis,” in Sweet and Melnyk, Felicia Hemans, 96–54, quotation at 50. That hint of skepticism, as well as the role of the artist, serve to distinguish this poem from Percy Shelley’s “Ozymandias,” which also emphasizes the return of a monument to dust and questions the potency of the despot. Shelley depends on the role of the artist in creating the image that gives the face and gives the poem its meaning—the irony would be lost without the sneering visage fallen to the sands—whereas in Hemans the implication is that the woman, anonymous and representative of all mothers, transformed into a monument by chance, creates meaning that would exist even unobserved, not monumentalized by the power of the volcano or the poet. See Isobel Armstrong, “Natural and National Monuments—Felicia Hemans’s ‘The Image in Lava’: A Note,” in Sweet and Melnyk, Felicia Hemans, 212–30.
25. The ending of the novel is ambiguous and scholars disagree on the extent to which Shelley intends to convey human annihilation.


36. Goethe, vol. 15/pt. I:209–10. Men who were not able to experience the crater and eruptions deeply regretted it. Robert Gray pined, “What a sublime sight must they afford!”; Robert Gray, Letters During the Course of a Tour through Germany, Switzerland and Italy, in the Years 1791 and 1792 with Reflections on the Manners, Literature, and Religion of those Countries (London: F. and C. Rivington, 1794), 419. Lady Anne Miller’s husband managed “with great fatigue and difficulty, [to gain] the mouth of the crater; but the wind setting in his face, he was obliged to descend without being able to look down into it”; Lady Anne “prevailed with him not to attempt it a second time, though he alleged he had not seen it to his liking”; Lady Anne Riggs Miller, Letters from Italy, Describing the Manners, Customs, Antiquities, Paintings, &c. of that Country, In the Years 1770 and 1771 to a Friend residing in France. By an English Woman, 2nd ed., rev. and corrected, 2 vols. (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1777), 1:2, 2:145.


40. I thank John Brewer for alerting me to the account of Sir William Drummond.
See Richard Hamblyn, “Private Cabinets and Popular Geology: The British Audiences for Volcanoes in the Eighteenth Century,” in Transports: Travel, Pleasure, and Imaginative Geography, 1600–1830, ed. Chloe Chard and Helen Langdon (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 179–205. Hamblyn helpfully explains the shifting notions of scientific professionalism in this period of gentlemen virtuosi, geology buffs, and eventually specialized naturalists. He also elucidates the debate between Neptunists and Vulcanists, a significant discussion I unfortunately do not have the space to treat here.


42. Cf. Noah Heringman, “The Style of Natural Catastrophes,” Huntington Library Quarterly 66 (2003): 97–133, who argues that English scientists (Hamilton and Humphry Davy), like Piozzi, recognized their incapacity to fathom nature, a claim of which I am unconvinced. Their realization, according to Heringman, can be read in their recourse to aesthetic discourses to describe disasters: “The style of natural catastrophes derives its aesthetic character from the recognition that these phenomena mark a limit to the domestication of nature.” Though Heringman notes that the poet he finds most influential on these scientists uses feminine metaphors—womb and birth—to describe the earth and disaster, Heringman does not analyze gender, nor does he take account of travel literature.


44. Mariana Starke, Letters from Italy, between the years 1792 and 1798, Containing a View of the Revolutions in that Country, 2 vols. (London: R. Phillips, 1800), 2:131. Starke’s complete account reads: “At Resina we got upon mules, who carried us to the Cross, from whence we walked to the Crater, aided by our Guides. (A stout stick and a pair of boots are likewise necessary appendages to this excursion.) After having examined the Crater, and then refreshed ourselves at the Hermitage upon Vesuvius, we descended to Resina.”
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